The interfraternity baseball leagues have now been formed and a definite schedule of games is being made out. The first game of the season, between Sigma Chi and Sigma Alpha Epsilon, was to take place Saturday on Dean Field, but was called off on account of rain and will be played some time this week. Theampionships are divided into four leagues, the Common Weal, the Cambridge, the Commonwealth, and the Suburban Leagues. In the Common Weal are these fraternities: Delta Tau Delta, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Phi Sigma Kappa, and Theta Xi. In the Cambridge League, four: Alpha Tau Omega, Phi Gamma Delta, Kappa Sigma, and Lambda Chi Alpha. In the Commonwealth League, four: Delta Epsilon, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Phi Sigma Kappa, and Theta Chi. In the Suburban League, four: Sigma Kappa, Sigma Xi, Delta Tau Delta, Phi Beta Kappa, and Lambda Phi.Epsilon.

The committee in charge of interfraternity baseball will comprise F. S. Hubbard '17, A. F. English, R. D. Mclaughlin '19, and R. J. McCLary '19. The season starts this week and ends on May 3. The games scheduled so far for this week are: in the Commonwealth League, Phi Gamma Delta vs. Lambda Chi Alpha. In the Cambridge League, Alpha Tau Omega vs. Phi Sigma Kappa. In the Commonwealth League, Delta Phi Epsilon vs. Sigma Alpha Epsilon; and in the Suburban League, Theta Xi vs. Sigma Alpha Epsilon. No dates are set except the week during which games is to be played, the rainmaking arrangement the day to most likely own overcast. The games will be played at 4:00 P.M. in the nearest field available. The fraternities will play each other for the championship of last year and the winner will receive a silver cup with its name inscribed upon it. At the end of the season it is expected that the fraternity champions will play the dormitory champions for supremacy.

1919 BASEBALL PRACTICE

The Sophomore baseball team will practice this afternoon at 3:00 o'clock on Ford Field, and on Wednesday afternoon will play Somerville High School at Somerville.

GIVE CONCERT AT MALDEN

The Musical Clubs will give a concert tomorrow night at the Malden High School at Somerville.